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Henderson Rotary Die Storage
Safely store your dies and save money at the same time!

We can all agree, dies are expensive.
Component costs are high and replacement of rule, 
rubber and other parts can take time, and sometimes, 
lots of money. Not to mention the production down-
time caused by misplaced or damaged dies. 
Protect and organize your dies, store them properly 
and safely - in-between use - in a Henderson Storage 
System by Wagner Die Supply. 

How much does Henderson Die Storage cost? 
Let’s take a 66” 22-1/2” Die Storage Unit for 
example: It offers a safe, secure and efficient way to 
store your dies. And with floorspace at a premium 
these days, you’ll be able to store up to 18 dies* 
securely in only 14 sq.ft. of floor space!
*When you add a half-height unit to your system.

Henderson Rotary Die Storage advantages:
   Store dies safely and in an organized manner,
   reducing changeover time and downtime, 
   you’ll locate, retrieve and get dies to press faster -
   resulting in increased efficiency and productivity.
   Avoid needless damage and the consequent
   delays and expense caused by improper storage.
   Flexibility - can be configured to match your specific
   die storage needs, and easy to expand as storage
   needs change.
   Available for a wide variety of rotary presses and
   rotary die board inner diameters, as well as dies
   with taller ejection rubber.
   Matching Transport Carts that allow for safe
   and efficient handling of dies from storage to 
   press and back - maximizing productivity & safety.
   Assemble easily using common hand tools, each 
   unit comes with a label kit for easy organizing.

Henderson Rotary Die Storage Systems are available for a wide variety of dies,
presses and inside diameter die boards. EVOL Storage Racks shown above.

by Wagner Die Supply

Henderson Die Transport Carts -
are designed with the same rail 
system as companion storage units
and offer safe and secure handling of 
dies to and from press to storage.
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Relative Volumes of Henderson Rotary 
Die Storage Units

Standard 66” x 22-1/2” unit shown above.
Many other sizes available for rotary presses.


